
 

 

♦ asking your child funny questions, for example, “would you be puzzled... if 

your toothbrush was in your shoe?” or …“if you had jelly for breakfast?” 

♦ talking about times when you were delighted. What happened? 

♦ looking in books and round the house to find things that can dangle.  

♦ playing games with objects where you make a difference between taking 

something (nicely) and grabbing it . Talk about what you do differently.  

You could try…..You could try…..You could try…..   

What do the words mean? 

 dangle - If something dangles it hangs or swings easily. 

 delighted — If you are delighted you very pleased or excited about something. 

 grab — If you grab something you take it quickly in a rough way. 

 puzzled — If someone is puzzled they don’t understand something. 
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